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Leptogenesis with supersymmetric Higgs triplets in the TeV region
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The leptogenesis with supersymmetric Higgs triplets is studied in the light of experimental verifica-
tion in the TeV region. The lepton number asymmetry appears just after the inflation via multiscalar
coherent evolution of Higgs triplets and antislepton on a flat manifold. If the Higgs triplet mass
terms dominate over the negative thermal-log term for the Hubble parameter H comparable to the
Higgs triplet mass M∆, the asymmetry is fixed readily to some significant value by the redshift and
rotation of these scalar fields, providing the sufficient lepton-to-entroy ratio nL/s ∼ 10
−10. This
can be the case even with M∆ ∼ 1TeV for the reheating temperature TR ∼ 10
6GeV and the mass
parameterM/λ ∼ 1022GeV of the nonrenormalizable superpotential terms relevant for leptogenesis.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp, 98.80.Cq, 14.60.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
The baryogenesis is a very important subject in par-
ticle physics and cosmology. In most of the baryogen-
esis scenarios including those of leptogenesis, however,
the participating particles are supposed to be extremely
heavy, and hence it seems impossible to verify them ex-
perimentally. The electroweak baryogenesis might be
promising in this respect, though it is realized in a rather
restricted situation within the minimal supersymmetric
standard model.
In this paper we study the leptogenesis with super-
symmetric Higgs triplets in the light of experimental
verification in the TeV region. It is indeed interest-
ing that the neutrino masses may be generated natu-
rally by the exchange of Higgs triplet [1]. In particular,
phenomenological implications of the Higgs triplets with
mass M∆ ∼ 100GeV − 1TeV, such as lepton flavor vio-
lating processes, have been investigated recently, which
are intimately related to the neutrino masses and mix-
ings [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It is hence attractive to study the
possibility of leptogenesis with Higgs triplets in the TeV
region. In this respect we note that in the supersymmet-
ric Higgs triplet model the leptogenesis can be realized
after the inflation via multiscalar coherent evolution on a
flat manifold of a pair of Higgs triplets ∆, ∆¯ and the anti-
slepton e˜c [7, 8] in the manner of Affleck and Dine [9, 10].
The Higgs triplet mass was originally supposed to be very
large as M∆ ∼ 109 − 1014GeV [7], so that it provides a
strong driving force for the rotation of scalar fields to fix
the lepton number asymmetry to some significant value.
We here reexamine this scenario to show that the success-
ful leptogenesis can be obtained even with M∆ ∼ 1TeV,
where the asymmetry fixing becomes a more important
issue due to the effects of thermal terms [11, 12].
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the supersymmetric Higgs triplet model, and de-
scribe the neutrino mass generation. In Sec. III, we reca-
pitulate the essential aspects of the generation of lepton
number asymmetry after the inflation via coherent evo-
lution of ∆, ∆¯, e˜c on the flat manifold. In Sec. IV, we
examine the completion of leptogenesis to show that the
sufficient lepton-to-entroy ratio nL/s ∼ 10−10 can be ob-
tained even for the case of phenomenologically interesting
Higgs triplets with M∆ ∼ 1TeV. The thermal terms pro-
vide significant effects on the evolution of ∆, ∆¯, e˜c and
the lepton number asymmetry for the Hubble parameter
H < M∆. Section V is devoted to the summary.
II. MODEL
We investigate an extension of the minimal supersym-
metric standard model by introducing a pair of Higgs
triplet superfields,
∆ =
(
∆+/
√
2 ∆++
∆0 −∆+/√2
)
, (1)
∆¯ =
(
∆¯−/
√
2 ∆¯0
∆¯−− −∆¯−/√2
)
. (2)
The lepton doublets Li = (νi, li), anti-lepton singlets l
c
i
(i = 1, 2, 3) and the Higgs doublets Hu, Hd are given as
usual. The generic lepton-number conserving superpo-
tential for the leptons and Higgs fields is given by
W0 = hijLiHdl
c
j + µHuHd +
1√
2
fijLi∆Lj +M∆∆¯∆.(3)
The lepton numbers are assigned to the Higgs triplets as
QL(∆) = −2, QL(∆¯) = 2. (4)
The lepton-number violating terms may also be included
in the superpotential as
WLV = ξ1∆¯HuHu + ξ2∆HdHd. (5)
2These terms are R-parity conserving by assigning the
Higgs triplets to be R-parity even. We do not consider
R-parity violating terms for definiteness.
The Higgs triplets develop nonzero vacuum expecta-
tion values (VEV’s) due to the effects of WLV as
〈∆0〉 = −c1 ξ1〈Hu〉
2
M∆
, 〈∆¯0〉 = −c2 ξ2〈Hd〉
2
M∆
. (6)
The factors c1, c2 ∼ 1 with ξ1 ∼ ξ2 are determined pre-
cisely by minimizing the scalar potential including the
soft supersymmetry breaking terms with the mass scale
m0 ∼ 103GeV (c1 = c2 = 1 in the supersymmetric limit
of m0 → 0 with the vanishing F terms). The neutrino
mass matrix is then generated by the VEV of the Higgs
triplet [1] as
Mν = f
√
2〈∆0〉. (7)
This neutrino mass matrix should reproduce the masses
mi and mixing angles θij inferred from the data of neu-
trino experiments [13, 14, 15, 16]. The constraint on
the magnitude of f coupling is then placed from mi .
10−1eV roughly as
|f | . 10−1
(
ξ
10−10
)−1(
M∆
103GeV
)
. (8)
This constraint, however, does not seem so stringent, al-
lowing even |f | ∼ 1 and M∆ ∼ 1TeV with small enough
〈∆0〉. Then, the interesting phenomenology of lepton fla-
vor violation are provided intimately related to the neu-
trino masses and mixings [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
The generation of the very small VEV’s of the Higgs
triplets in Eq. (6) for the neutrino masses has been de-
scribed in the literature in terms of the trilinear cou-
plings of Higgs doublets and triplets, as given in Eq.
(5), to break explicitly the lepton-number conservation
[1, 3, 5, 7, 17]. Specifically, for the Higgs triplets in the
TeV region with M∆ ∼ 1TeV, the small VEV’s of the
Higgs triplets are stably generated by the tiny couplings
ξ1 ∼ ξ2 ∼ ξ ∼ 10−10, as given in Eq. (8). We recapitulate
below the essential points of this feature, while it is not
directly related to the present scenario of leptogenesis,
which is described in the following sections.
In the absence of the trilinear couplings ξ1 and ξ2, the
stable lepton-number conserving minimum with the van-
ishing VEV’s ∆ = ∆¯ = 0 are generated as usual in a
reasonable range of model parameters, since the Higgs
triplet mass terms M2∆(|∆|2 + |∆¯|2) with M∆ ∼ 1TeV
may dominate over the soft supersymmetry breaking
terms withm0. This feature is still valid even if the radia-
tive corrections are included in the effective scalar poten-
tial. Then, by adding the small lepton-number violating
terms of WLV, the effective linear terms, ξ2M∆∆¯
∗〈Hd〉2,
ξ1m0∆¯
0〈Hu〉2, etc., are provided for the Higgs triplets.
The lepton-number violating part of the radiative correc-
tions are also small, since they should be generated with
the original ξ1 and ξ2 couplings. Accordingly the poten-
tial minimum is shifted very slightly by these terms to
provide the small VEV’s of the Higgs triplets in Eq. (6)
breaking the lepton-number conservation. It should be
mentioned here that the VEV’s of the Higgs triplets are
induced by the explicit lepton-number violation of the
ξ1 and ξ2 couplings, rather than the spontaneous viola-
tion. This is analogous to the case of explicit R-parity
violation with the LHu term, where the small VEV’s of
sleptons are induced. The so-called triplet Majoron does
not appear in the present case, and all the scalar fields in
the Higgs triplets acquire masses ≃ M∆. It is also seen
that the slepton fields L˜i, l˜
c
i do not develop VEV’s since
the R-parity is not violated by the VEV’s of the Higgs
triplets.
In this way, the small VEV’s of the Higgs triplets are
attributed to the small lepton-number violating trilin-
ear couplings, while keeping the Higgs triplet mass terms
(M∆ ∼ 1TeV) dominant in the scalar potential. This
is clearly in contrast with the Coleman-Weinberg type
potential. In the Coleman-Weinberg case, while a very
small VEV of a scalar field is obtained at the tree-level by
tuning the mass term to be almost vanishing, it is upset
by the radiative corrections. In the present model, al-
though the lepton-number violating couplings should be
hierarchically small to obtain the tiny VEV’s of the Higgs
triplets, it is at least technically natural in the sense of ’t
Hooft [18] against the radiative corrections with the dom-
inant Higgs triplet mass terms at the tree-level. This does
not invoke any fine tining among the relevant couplings.
In the limit of ξ1, ξ2 → 0, the global U(1) symmetry re-
ally appears for the lepton-number conservation, and the
VEV’s of the Higgs triplets vanish. The required tiny
couplings ξ1 ∼ ξ2 ∼ ξ ∼ 10−10 with M∆ ∼ 1TeV and
|f | ∼ 1 may be understood more fundamentally by sup-
posing that the lepton-number violation originates in the
Planck scale physics [5, 7]. It is also notable that the
smallness of the Higgs triplet VEV’s may be explained in
the context of large extra dimensions [17].
III. GENERATION OF ASYMMETRY
We begin with recapitulating the essential aspects of
the generation of lepton number asymmetry with super-
symmetric Higgs triplets via multiscalar coherent evolu-
tion on a flat manifold after the inflation [7, 8]. In the
following, we consider for definiteness the case that one
generation of e˜c (≡ l˜c1), together with ∆ and ∆¯, partici-
pates in the leptogenesis. The essential results are even
valid for the case with more than one l˜c. The nonrenor-
malizable terms relevant for leptogenesis are given by
WLG =
λ
L/
2M
∆¯∆¯ecec + eiδ
λ∆
2M
∆¯∆∆¯∆, (9)
where M represents some unification scale such as the
Planck scale. These terms represent the flat directions,
∆¯∆¯e˜ce˜c (QL = 2) and ∆¯∆ (QL = 0), respectively. Then,
3if these directions are comparably flat with
0.3 . λ
L//λ∆ . 3, (10)
the coherent evolution of the scalar fields, say AD-
flatons [9, 10, 19], may take place on the complex two-
dimensional flat manifold spanned by these directions,
starting with large initial values after the inflation. This
manifold is specified by the D-flat condition,
|∆+|2 − |∆¯−|2 + |e˜c|2 = 0, (11)
and the other fields are negligibly small.
The scalar potential for the AD-flatons is given by
V = (C1m
2
0 − c1H2)|∆|2 + (C2m20 − c2H2)|∆¯|2
+(C3m
2
0 − c3H2)|e˜c|2
+
∣∣∣∣∣M∆∆+
λ
L/
M
∆¯e˜ce˜c + eiδ
λ∆
M
∆¯∆∆
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣M∆∆¯ + eiδ λ∆M ∆¯∆¯∆
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣
λ
L/
M
∆¯∆¯e˜c
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
[
(b∆H +B∆m0)M∆∆¯∆ + h.c.
]
+
[
1
2M
(a
L/H +AL/m0)λL/∆¯∆¯e˜
ce˜c + h.c.
]
+
[
1
2M
(a∆H +A∆m0)λ∆∆¯∆∆¯∆ + h.c.
]
+g21(|∆|2 − |∆¯|2 + |e˜c|2)2, (12)
where the last term with the U(1)Y gauge coupling g1 is
included to realize dynamically the D-flat condition (11).
(Henceforth ∆ ≡ ∆+ and ∆¯ ≡ ∆¯− for simplicity.) The
energy density of the universe provides the soft super-
symmetry breaking terms with the Hubble parameter H
[10]. The AD-flatons φa = ∆, ∆¯, e˜
c evolve in time gov-
erned by this potential V . Their number asymmetries
are given with the time derivatives by
na = i
(
φ∗aφ˙a − φ˙∗aφa
)
= θ˙a|φa|2, (13)
where
φa(t) ≡ eiθa(t)|φa(t)|. (14)
Then, the lepton number asymmetry is evaluated by
nL = 2n∆¯ − 2n∆ − ne˜c . (15)
During the inflation the AD-flatons settle into one of
the minima of V ,
|φa| ∼ (M/λ)1/2H1/2inf , (16)
where λ represents the mean value of λ
L/ and λ∆. The
phases θa of AD-flatons are fixed with constant Hinf ,
and the number asymmetries na are vanishing. After
the end of inflation, the AD-flatons evolve with the de-
creasing Hubble parameter H = (2/3)t−1 in the matter-
dominated universe as
|φa| ∼ φ¯ ≡ (M/λ)1/2H1/2. (17)
Then, their phases θa(t) begin to vary slowly in time
as |dθa/d ln t| ∼ |θ˙a|/H . 1, since the balance among
the phase-dependent terms in the scalar potential, λ
L/-
λ∆ cross term, aL/ term and a∆ term, is changing with
the decreasing Hubble parameter H . This causes the
gradual fluctuation in ln t of the fractions of number
asymmetries, ǫa(t) ≡ na(t)/[(M/λ)H2], which is not ex-
pected in the usual Affleck-Dine mechanism along the
one-dimensional flat direction. Accordingly, even in this
very early epoch the lepton number asymmetry really ap-
pears by this phase fluctuation of the AD-flatons on the
flat manifold. Numerically, we have
|ǫL(t)| . 0.1− 1, (18)
where
ǫL(t) ≡ nL(t)/[(M/λ)H2] (19)
represents the fraction of lepton number asymmetry.
IV. COMPLETION OF LEPTOGENESIS
For the completion of leptogenesis, the lepton number
asymmetry should be fixed to some significant value by
the rapid redshift and oscillation of the lepton-number
violating terms. In the original scenario [7], it is found
that the asymmetry is fixed readily in the early epoch due
to the effect of very large Higgs triplet mass terms with
M∆ & 10
9GeV, which dominate fairly over the thermal
terms [11, 12]. On the other hand, for the phenomeno-
logically interesting case of M∆ ∼ 1TeV, the problem of
asymmetry fixing becomes a more important issue due
to the effects of thermal terms. We henceforth exam-
ine the case of M∆ ∼ m0 ∼ 1TeV for the completion of
leptogenesis.
The condensates of ∆ and e˜c (more precisely ∆+ and
l˜c1, respectively) provide the effective superpotential mass
terms for Li and Hd from the superpotential W0 in Eq.
(3) as
filiνi∆+ hi1liH
0
d e˜
c − hi1H−d νie˜c, (20)
where li, νi, H
0
d and H
−
d are chiral superfields. The lep-
ton doublet basis is taken with the diagonal fij = fiδij
(0 < f1 < f2 < f3). The h couplings may be estimated
as |hi1| ∼ mτ/〈Hd〉 for the almost bi-maximal mixing of
neutrinos. We hence consider for definiteness the case
f3 > f2 & 0.05 > f1 ∼ |hi1| ∼ 0.01, (21)
which will be interesting phenomenologically for the lep-
ton flavor violation with the f couplings [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
4In this case with the large |φa| in Eq. (17), the lepton
doublets L2 and L3 acquire the masses mainly with the
f2 and f3 couplings, respectively, while L1 and Hd form
a 2 × 2 mass matrix with the f1 and h11 couplings in a
good approximation. Then, for a long period after the
inflation the lepton doublets Li, the Higgs doublet Hd
and the gauge bosons W± of SU(2)W /U(1)I3 and B of
U(1)Y are heavy enough to decouple from the dilute ther-
mal plasma of the inflaton decay products. The plasma
temperature before the reheating epoch of H = HR is
given by
Tp ∼ (T 2RHMP)1/4 (HR < H < Hinf), (22)
where MP = 2.4 × 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck
mass. The reheating temperature is constrained as TR .
107GeV to avoid the overproduction of gravitinos with
mass ∼ m0 ∼ 1TeV [21, 22].
In this situation, the thermal-log terms appear through
the modification of the gauge coupling g2 of unbroken
U(1)I3 ⊂ SU(2)W due to the decoupling of W±, Li and
Hd:
Vthlog = agα
2
2T
4
p ln
[
(|∆|2 + |∆¯|2)/T 2p
]
+aLα
2
2T
4
p ln
[|∆|2/T 2p ]
+aHα
2
2T
4
p ln
[|e˜c|2/T 2p ] , (23)
where
ag = −6(27/64), aL = 27/64, aH = 27/64, (24)
and α2 = g
2
2/4π ≈ 1/30. The leading contribution to
the gauge coupling dependent part of the free energy is
calculated as F = (27/64)g22T
4
p in the supersymmetric
U(1)I3 gauge theory, by using the formula in the litera-
ture [20] for the chiral superfields of quarks, Higgs dou-
blet (Hu) and Higgs triplets. It should be noted here
that the thermal-log terms Vthlog act in total as negative
one (ag + aL + aH < 0), providing a significant effect on
the evolution of AD-flatons for H < M∆.
On the other hand, with the decreasing |φa| the lep-
ton doublet L1 and Higgs doublet Hd enter the ther-
mal plasma in a later epoch satisfying the condition
f1|∆|, h11|e˜c| < Tp. Then, ∆ and e˜c acquire the ther-
mal mass terms through the couplings with L1 and Hd
as
Vthm =
1
4
f21T
2
p |∆|2 +
1
2
h211T
2
p |e˜c|2. (25)
The heavier lepton doublets L2 and L3 may also enter the
thermal plasma with smaller |∆|, providing the similar
mass terms. These thermal mass terms may also make
some effects on the evolution of AD-flatons for H < M∆.
A. Case of M∆ > Hth
The AD-flatons are scaled as φ¯ ∝ H1/2 for some period
after the inflation, as seen in Eq. (17). Then, the Higgs
triplet mass terms and the thermal-log terms, scaled as
H , eventually become important for the dynamics of AD-
flatons. As for the thermal mass terms Vthm with the
f and h couplings in Eq. (21), they appear really after
the thermal-log terms Vthlog become dominant, as will be
seen later. We here consider specifically the case that the
Higgs triplet mass terms first dominate over the Hubble
induced mass terms for H ∼M∆ ∼ m0 under the condi-
tion
M∆ > Hth ∼
√
aα2TR[MP/(M/λ)]
1/2 (26)
with a = |ag + aL + aH | = 27/16. Here, the Hubble pa-
rameter Hth is given by the condition H
2|φa|2 ∼ |Vthlog|
with Eqs. (17) and (22), for which the thermal-log terms
would become comparable to the Hubble induced mass
terms if the mass terms with M∆ ∼ m0 were subdomi-
nant. It is estimated as
Hth ∼ 102GeV
(
TR
106GeV
)(
M/λ
1023GeV
)−1/2
. (27)
Hence, the condition (26) for the dominance of the Higgs
triplet mass terms can be satisfied even for M∆ ∼ 1TeV
with relatively low reheating temperature, which is fa-
vorable for avoiding the gravitino problem [21, 22].
In this case of M∆ > Hth, the AD-flatons begin to ro-
tate for H ∼ M∆ with frequency ∼ M∆ ∼ m0 driven by
the mass terms [7]. The AD-flatons are hence redshifted
rapidly by rotation for H . M∆ as
|φa| ∼ [(M/λ)/M∆]1/2H. (28)
Then, after a while the thermal-log terms ∝ T 4p ∝ H
catch up the mass terms ∝ |φa|2 ∝ H2 for the Hubble
parameter
H ∼ H ′th ∼ (Hth/M∆)Hth = (Hth/M∆)2M∆. (29)
Accordingly, some minima are formed by the effect of the
negative thermal-log term as
φa(1) : |∆| ∼ |∆¯| ∼ |e˜c| ∼ φ¯th, (30)
φa(2) : |∆| ≃ |∆¯| ∼ φ¯th, |e˜c| = 0, (31)
φa(3) : |∆| = 0, |∆¯| ≃ |e˜c| ∼ φ¯th (32)
with
φ¯th =
√
aα2T
2
p/M∆ (33)
from the condition M2∆|φa|2 ∼ |Vthlog|. In particular,
before the reheating
φ¯th ∼ (Hth/M∆)φ¯ ∝ H1/2 (HR < H . H ′th) (34)
with Eq. (22) for Tp and Eq. (26) for Hth. The main
terms to determine these minima are given by
V1 = Vthlog + g
2
1(|∆|2 − |∆¯|2 + |e˜c|2)2
+(M2∆ + C1m
2
0)|∆|2 + (M2∆ + C2m20)|∆¯|2
+
[
B∆m0M∆∆¯∆ + h.c.
]
+ C3m
2
0|e˜c|2. (35)
5It is really checked that the thermal mass terms Vthm
do not appear in this epoch, since f1|∆| ∼ h11|e˜c| > Tp
for H ∼ H ′th with f1 ∼ h11 ∼ 0.01 and the reason-
able range of TR ∼ 105 − 107GeV and M/λ . 1023GeV.
Here, it should be noticed that V1 is degenerate along
the circles with radii ∼ φ¯th, including the minima φa(K)
(K = 1, 2, 3), in the complex planes of φa under the con-
straint θ∆ + θ∆¯ + arg(B∆) = π for K = 1, 2 to minimize
the B∆ term as −|B∆|m0M∆|∆¯||∆|. This degeneracy is
slightly lifted by the higher order terms in the whole po-
tential, determining the phases of φa(K) to form actually
the minima.
Since the AD-flatons get significant angular momenta
by the effect of the mass terms with M∆ ∼ m0 under the
condition (26), they continue to rotate in the epoch of
H < M∆. Specifically, e˜
c may rotate almost freely and
redshifted as |e˜c| ∝ H toward the origin, separated from
∆ and ∆¯. On the other hand, ∆ and ∆¯ rotate around
the minimum φa(2) linked by the B∆ term and the D
2
term with |∆| ≃ |∆¯| ≫ |e˜c| after the thermal-log terms
dominate over the Higgs triplet mass terms. That is, for
H . H ′th
|∆| ≃ |∆¯| ∼ φ¯th, |e˜c| ∼ [(M/λ)/M∆]1/2H. (36)
It seems rather unlikely that the AD-flatons are trapped
by the minimum φa(1) or φa(3), once |e˜c| ∝ H is reduced
suffciently until H ∼ H ′th.
According to this redshift and rotation of AD-flatons,
the lepton number asymmetry is fixed [7] as
ǫL(t) ≈ ǫL ∼ 0.1 (t≫ H ′−1th ). (37)
The fixing of lepton number asymmetry can really be
approved by considering the rate equation,
dǫL
dt
= − 2
H2(M/λ)
∑
a
QL(a)Im
[
φa
∂V
∂φa
]
≃ −
2(λ
L//λ)
H2(M/λ)2
Im
[
2M∆∆
∗∆¯e˜ce˜c
]
−
2(λ
L//λ)
H2(M/λ)2
Im
[
A
L/m0∆¯∆¯e˜
ce˜c
]
. (38)
(The thermal terms Vthlog + Vthm conserve the par-
ticle numbers.) The lepton-number violating sources
in the right side of Eq. (38) are given roughly as
(Hth/M∆)
2H ∝ t−1 with Eqs. (34) and (36), and os-
cillate around zero with frequency ∼ m0 particularly due
to the rapid rotation of e˜c. Hence, the lepton number
asymmetry is fixed to some significant value for t≫ H ′−1th
upon integration of Eq. (38) in time.
These arguments for the case ofM∆ > Hth on the evo-
lution of AD-flatons and the lepton number asymmetry
(t ∼ H−1inf → t ≫ H ′−1th ) can be confirmed by numerical
calculations. A typical example is presented in Figs. 1
and 2 with M∆ = m0 = 10
3GeV, TR = 5 × 105GeV,
M/λ = 2 × 1022GeV, Hinf = 1013GeV (Hth ∼ 102GeV,
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FIG. 1: The evolution of AD-flatons φa/φ¯ is shown forM
−1
∆
.
t . 10H ′−1
th
in the case of M∆ > Hth.
H ′th ∼ 10GeV) and certain values of the other parame-
ters in the reasonable range. It is clearly seen in Fig. 1
that the trajectories of ∆ and ∆¯ in unit of φ¯ ∝ H1/2
with Eq. (34) are converging to the circle with ra-
dius ∼ Hth/M∆ ∼ 0.1 satisfying |∆| ≃ |∆¯| ∼ φ¯th.
The trajectory of e˜c is, on the other hand, shrinking as
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FIG. 2: The time variation of the lepton number asymmetry
is shown for H−1
inf
. t . 10H ′−1
th
in the case of M∆ > Hth.
|e˜c|/φ¯ ∝ H1/2. It is also seen in Fig. 2 that the lepton
number asymmetry ǫL(t) is fixed for t≫ H ′−1th .
In this way, the lepton-to-entropy ratio at the reheating
is estimated from Eqs. (19), (37) and the entropy density
s ≈ 4H2M2P/Tp with H = HR and Tp = TR as
nL
s
∼ 10−10
( ǫL
0.1
)( TR
106GeV
)(
M/λ
1022GeV
)
. (39)
The Hubble parameter in the radiation-dominated epoch
is given by
H = (π/
√
90)
√
g∗T
2
p/MP (H . HR) (40)
with g∗ ≈ 200. It should be noted here that for a long
period of H < H ′th the lepton number asymmetry is still
stored in the condensates of AD-flatons rotating around
the potential trap φa(2) formed by the negative thermal-
log term. While this situation may continue even after
the reheating, the lepton-to-entropy ratio nL/s as given
in Eq. (39) remains constant (without significant extra
entropy production). This is approved by considering the
rate equation for nL/s with s ∝ H3/2 in the radiation-
dominated universe, which is similar to Eq. (38).
The AD-flatons should be liberated anyway from the
potential trap to complete the leptogenesis while the
sphaleron process is effective to convert the lepton num-
ber to the baryon number. This liberation takes place
when the negative thermal-log term disappears by the
thermalization of the gauge bosons W±. After the
thermal-log terms Vthlog become dominant for H ∼ H ′th,
the Higgs doublet Hd is first thermalized with h11 ∼ f1 ∼
0.01 since |e˜c| ∝ H is reduced faster than |∆| ∝ H1/2, as
seen in Eq. (36). Then, after a while the lepton doublet
L1 also enters the thermal plasma, providing the ther-
mal mass terms Vthm. This may occur before or after
the reheating depending on whether M∆ > f1
√
aα2TR
or M∆ < f1
√
aα2TR with f1
√
aα2 ∼ 10−3, as seen be-
low. The relevant Hubble parameter is estimated from
the condition f1|∆| ∼ Tp by considering |∆| ≃ |∆¯| ∼ φ¯th
with Eq. (33) for φ¯th and Eqs. (22) and (40) for Tp as
Hthm ∼
{
HR(M∆/f1
√
aα2TR)
4 (Hthm > HR)
HR(M∆/f1
√
aα2TR)
2 (Hthm < HR)
. (41)
Here, the Hubble parameter HR at the reheating is esti-
mated with Eq. (40) as
HR ∼ 10−6GeV
(
TR
106GeV
)2
. (42)
By considering the condition f1|∆| ∼ f1φ¯th ∼ Tp with
Eq. (33), we have a relation f1Tp ∼ T 2p/φ¯th ∼M∆/
√
aα2
for H ∼ Hthm. That is, the thermal mass (1/2)f1Tp is
fairly larger than M∆ by a factor ∼ 1/(2
√
aα2) ≈ 10.
Hence, the potential minimum φa(2) is shifted by the bal-
ance between the thermal mass terms and the thermal-
log terms as
|∆| ≃ |∆¯| ≃ (2√aα2/f1)Tp ∼ (2
√
aα2)φ¯th (43)
with the reduction of |∆| ≃ |∆¯| from φ¯th by a factor
∼ 2√aα2 ≈ 0.1, where the condition f1φ¯th ∼ Tp for
H ∼ Hthm is considered.
It may be expected here that the f couplings satisfy
the condition
fi < fi+1 < fi/(2
√
aα2) ≈ 10fi (i = 1, 2), (44)
which is consistent with the hierarchical neutrino mass
spectrum, e.g., f1 = 0.01, f2 = 0.05, f3 = 0.3. Then,
since f2|∆| ≃ 2
√
aα2(f2/f1)Tp < Tp from Eqs. (43)
and (44), the second lepton doublet L2 also enters the
thermal plasma, and by the effect of thermal mass term
(1/4)f22T
2
p |∆|2 the Higgs triplets are reduced further as
(2
√
aα2/f1)Tp → (2
√
aα2/f2)Tp. In this way, when the
lightest L1 is thermalized for H ∼ Hthm, the heavier
L2 and L3 sequentially come into the thermal plasma,
providing larger thermal mass terms for ∆. As a result,
if the condition
fi > g2(2
√
aα2) ≈ 0.07 (i = 2 or 3) (45)
is further satisfied, the SU(2)W /U(1)I3 gauge bosons
W± with mass MW = (g2/
√
2)(|∆|2 + |∆¯|2)1/2 ≃
g2(2
√
aα2/fi)Tp < Tp (i = 2 or 3) may even be thermal-
ized soon after the lepton doublet L1 enters the thermal
plasma for H ∼ Hthm.
It is, on the other hand, considered that the above
conditions on fi and g2 may not be satisfied. Then, since
the thermal mass terms decrease with Tp, the mass terms
with M∆ ∼ m0 dominate again after a while for H <
Hthm so that the minimum returns to φa(2) from Eq.
(43). Even in this case, the negative thermal-log term
disappears in a later epoch when the gauge bosons are
thermalized satisfying the condition MW ≃ g2|∆| < Tp
(|∆| ≃ |∆¯|). The relevant Hubble parameter is estimated
7with |∆¯| ∼ φ¯th ∝ T 2p in Eq. (33), Tp in Eq. (40) and
g22aα
2
2 ≈ 10−3 as
Hthg ∼ 10−9GeV
(
M∆
103GeV
)2
, (46)
which is really smaller than HR in Eq. (42).
Once the negative thermal-log term disappears, as seen
so far, the minimum is moved to the origin φa = 0.
Then, the condensates of AD-flatons with energy den-
sities ∼ aα22T 4p (≪ T 4p ) for ∆ and ∆¯ and a smaller
amount for e˜c are evaporated through the lepton-number
conserving gauge interactions without significant entropy
production. Accordingly, the lepton number asymme-
try stored in the AD-flatons is released to the thermal
plasma through this evaporation process. This occurs for
H ∼ Hthm or Hthg, which is fairly before the sphaleron
process is freezed out for the Hubble parameter Hsph ∼
10−14GeV with Tp ∼ 102GeV of the electroweak phase
transition. Then, the lepton number asymmetry is finally
converted to the baryon number asymmetry through the
sphaleron process as nB = −(8/23)nL [23, 24]. There-
fore, the sufficient baryon number asymmetry can be pro-
vided for the nucleosynthesis with η = (6.1±0.2)×10−10
[25] from the lepton number asymmetry as given in Eq.
(39).
B. Case of M∆ < Hth
We in turn examine the case of M∆ < Hth with larger
TR ∼ 107GeV and smaller M/λ ∼ 1020GeV in Eq. (27),
where the evolution of AD-flatons appears substantially
different from that for the case of M∆ > Hth. The neg-
ative thermal-log term first dominates over the Hubble
induced mass terms for H ∼ Hth, and it soon competes
with the other terms in V1, forming the potential min-
ima in Eqs. (30), (31), (32). The AD-flatons are already
tracking the instantaneous minimum |φa| ∼ φ¯ with fluc-
tuating phases after the inflation [7]. In this course, e˜c is
linked with ∆ and ∆¯ by the quartic terms ∆∗∆¯e˜ce˜c and
∆¯∆¯e˜ce˜c with couplings ∼ M∆/(M/λ) in V . Then, for
H . Hth the AD-flatons ∆, ∆¯, e˜
c together move gradu-
ally toward the minimum φa(1) due to the effect of the
negative thermal-log term.
If the Hubble parameter decreases further to H ∼
(M∆/Hth)
3Hth, the mass term m
2
0|e˜c|2 ∝ H dominates
over the quartic terms ∆∗∆¯e˜ce˜c and ∆¯∆¯e˜ce˜c ∝ H2 to link
e˜c with ∆ and ∆¯. Then, e˜c begins to oscillate toward the
origin with redshift faster as H rather than φ¯th ∝ H1/2,
so that the AD-flatons turn to move from the minimum
φa(1) to the minimum φa(2) with |e˜c| = 0. Since the neg-
ative thermal-log term dominates much earlier than the
mass terms with M∆ ∼ m0, the AD-flatons do not get
significant angular momenta until H ∼ (M∆/Hth)3Hth.
Hence, for H . (M∆/Hth)
3Hth ∆ and ∆¯ move gradu-
ally toward the minimum φa(2) without rotating around
the circle including φa(2). On the other hand, e˜
c with
small angular momentum shows a complicated motion
around the origin, changing frequently the sign of the
time derivative of its phase θ˙e˜c , as seen by numerical cal-
culations. This would imply that e˜c is not liberated fully
from ∆ and ∆¯ in the presence of the D2 term and the
phase-dependent quartic terms ∆∗∆¯e˜ce˜c and ∆¯∆¯e˜ce˜c.
Particularly due to this complicated behavior of e˜c
linked to ∆ and ∆¯ for the case of M∆ < Hth, the
lepton number asymmetry ǫL(t) oscillates violently for
H < Hth. Its mean maginitude, on the other hand, tends
to be saturated to some large value ǫL ∼ 10 − 102 for
H < (M∆/Hth)
3Hth after the epoch of transition from
φa(1) to φa(2), as seen by numerical calculations. Af-
ter the reheating, the plasma temperature Tp decreases
faster asH1/2 rather thanH1/4, so that ∆ and ∆¯ trapped
by the minimum φa(2) also decrease faster as T
2
p ∝ H .
Then, by considering the rate equation it would be ex-
pected that the lepton number asymmetry is fixed, pro-
viding a significant amount of nL/s ∼ 10−10 in Eq. (39)
with ǫL ∼ 10 for TR ∼ 107GeV and M/λ ∼ 1020GeV.
In the case of M∆ < Hth, however, it seems difficult to
make a reliable estimate of the asymmetry due to the
substantial effect of the negative thermal-log term.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we have investigated the leptogenesis with
the supersymmetric Higgs triplets in the light of experi-
mental verification in the TeV region. The lepton num-
ber asymmetry really appears after the inflation via mul-
tiscalar coherent evolution of ∆, ∆¯ and e˜c on the flat
manifold. If the Higgs triplet mass terms dominate over
the negative thermal-log term for H ∼ M∆, the asym-
metry is fixed readily to some significant value by the
redshift and rotation of the AD-flatons, providing the
sufficient lepton-to-entroy ratio nL/s ∼ 10−10. This can
be the case even with M∆ ∼ 1TeV for TR ∼ 106GeV
and M/λ ∼ 1022GeV. On the other hand, if the neg-
ative thermal-log term dominates first, the evolution of
the AD-flatons appears different substantially. Even in
this case, a significant amount of nL/s ∼ 10−10 might be
obtained for TR ∼ 107GeV andM/λ ∼ 1020GeV, though
it seems difficult to make a reliable estimate of the asym-
metry.
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